The Civil War is Over - Now what?
GROUP TASKS

_Spirit 485-487 & 487-488_
- Compare Shurz and Grant's reports of the South's reaction to the loss of the Civil War. Which account do you believe to be more accurate? Explain.

_Spirit 491 & 491-492_
- Why did the Freedmen want help from the US government after the Civil War? Explain whether their voices should be heard.

_Handout A_
- How did Southern whites react to the Union victory?
Reports on South General
Shirz
Grant for R Johnson
- Rep. Congressman
- Pro Black
- Biased?
- Still hating
- Regretment towards Union

Southern Blacks
- ask Union 4 help
- TX didn't free all slaves
- trick then in 2 continued labor
  in exchange 4 land
- never received
- once freed Blacks left - shot
  in hanged from trees
- Creation of Freedmens Bureau
- Black U Org.
- Gays earned freedom
  - helped N in war

Black Codes
- passed in 5 1865
- set division 6 eth B + W
  - No intermarriage
  - Blacks obligated to work 4
    white master
  - apprenticeship - but bind
    - Forced position
  - left - forced to be retained
- Punishment - harsher for whites
- Whites are the leaders
  - Their job to enforce
  rules of society.
THE FREEDMAN'S BUREAU!
AN AGENCY TO KEEP THE NEGRO IN IDLENESS AT THE EXPENSE OF THE WHITE MAN.
TWICE VETOED BY THE PRESIDENT, AND MADE A LAW BY CONGRESS.
SUPPORT CONGRESS & YOU SUPPORT THE NEGRO. SUSTAIN THE PRESIDENT & YOU PROTECT THE WHITE MAN

For 1864 and 1865, the FREEDMAN'S BUREAU cost the Tax-payers of the Nation, at its end, $944,500.

For 1866, the share of the Tax-payers of Pennsylvania will be about $80,000.

GEAR

For 1867, the share of the Tax-payers of Pennsylvania will be about $80,000.

CLYMER

For 1868, the share of the Tax-payers of Pennsylvania will be about $80,000.
Inside a Freedmen’s Bureau school

a. aid to freed people to adjust to freedom
b. provided clothing, medical supplies, meals to all refugees of war
c. est. schools - 250,000 African-Americans